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MOVE IBIZA RADIO is the reference for the electronic 
music worldwide. In just 4 years it has positioned itself 
in the highest positions, rubbing shoulders with the 
best electronic music radio stations reaching this year 
6.5 million listeners in the World.

Known as a leading platform for Electronic 
music enthusiasts worldwide, MOVE IBIZA 
RADIO will once again bring the powerful spirit 
and sound of Electronic music to an 
international audience, with its Tour format 
called MOVE IBIZA SHOWECASE, also  live 
broadcasting their official Tour from 
WORLDWIDE.



The showcase event, set to take place at the Monkey Ibiza on April 24 until the 26, promises to be 
an electrifying celebration of Electronic music; the event will feature an outstanding lineup From 
their DJ and Producers roster who are ready to grace the decks during this unmissable showcase: 
KPD, The Cube Guys, Alaia & Gallo, Ivan Pica, Bubba Borthers and Axel Crew are just some of the 
names ready to take over this special showcase. The closing date marks a simultaneous party one 
in the two spaces of MONKEY CLUB IBIZA, and special event the 27st coinciding with the 
opening's party on the white island. Electronic House music enthusiasts attending IMS 2024 will 
have the opportunity to witness this event live, while those around the Globe can tune in to the 
live broadcast on Move Ibiza Radio, ensuring that the magic of this  showcase reaches every 
corner of the world.

With this impressive lineup and their 
dedicated and passionate determination to 
share the best in Electronic music, MOVE 
IBIZA RADIO promises an unforgettable 
events displaying top-tier talent, giving all 
his assistants the opportunity to discover 
new sounds and styles within the Electronic 
music world, while highlighting the skills 
and originality, don’t miss the opportunity to 
enjoy a vibrant and powerful party curated 
by MOVE IBIZA SHOWCASE in your venue.

Make sure to follow MOVE IBIZA RADIO across social media @MOVEIBIZA and their official broadcast channels, 
to remain updated on their latest projects, programming and news about all this must-see events.



KPD (SPAIN) 
DJ / PRODUCER
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It is very well known that music is one of the 
determining factors when it comes to giving 
an atmosphere and personalizing a space, 
and it is indisputable that the musical 
selection process must be careful and 
professional.

Our music selectors are experts who translate 
and read into the desired emotional 
experience through music. Whether it´s a 
hotel, a restaurant, festival, clubes or any 
public space, they build it on the
characteristics of the brand and the profile to 
achieve the desired atmosphere.

Let our skilled experts make a musical 
design for your space. You just have to relax 
and listen.

KPD Dj & Producer. His great  and never 
ending love for  music and his vibrant  

personality make KPD a  promising dj in 
the world of  house music making his way  

every day between the big  ones. 

THE CUBE GUYS is a club 
undertaking that was born in 2005 

between two of the most
prominent producers in Italy: 

Roberto Intrallazzi and Luca Provera.

THE CUBE GUYS (ITALY)
DJ’S / PRODUCERS



ALAIA & GALLO (ITALY)

Alaia & Gallo are a pair of smart young 
Italian DJs who have quickly made their 
musical mark, have turned a number of 

heads and have laid down some essential 
sets in the best clubs round Europe.

BUBBA BROTHERS (PORTUGAL)
DJ’S / PRODUCERS

Drawing from a diverse tapestry of electronic 
music styles, from the timeless rhythms of 
House to the emotive allure of melodic and 

progressive sounds, Bubba Brothers infuse every 
creation with a genuine sense of authenticity.

DJ / PRODUCER
Ivan Pica has shown his talent around 
the world and acting for the best clubs 

and trademarks Worldwide. He was 
the first Spanish producer  to reach the 

TOP 1 of House genere on Beatport.

IVAN PICA (SPAIN)

Hannes Mixture of Melodic Techno, Deep 
House and Minimal Elements. Full of typical 
Synth Sounds by Bruniic. His incomparable 

sound and his great stage show are an 
enrichment for clubs and festivals.

HANNES BRUNIIC (AUSTRIA)
DJ / PRODUCER

DJ’S / PRODUCERS



FROM IBIZA TO THE WORLD!!!  
Music is our life and the radio is our home. We play, we 
travel, we share the love for music with almost no 
boundaries. Every dance is a treasure, when words are 
not necessary. MOVE IBIZA SHOWCASE™ represents 
all this. A concept where the pure essence of Ibiza and 
it's music can deliver pure joy to any venue of the 
world. We have the concept, the artists, the soul and 
even the decoration that will make possible to take the 
balearic energy to every single spot in the world.

MOVE IBIZA SHOWCASE™ is one of the most 
successful and breakthrough parties ever, which has 
already been all over the world. Prepare your venue for 
some balearic beats and melodies and enjoy the talent 
from our roster. Music moves the world and we are moved by music.

We bring the style of MOVE IBIZA RADIO® to your 
club, to your event, to your festival, in short, to your 
"home" in a material format: "Move Ibiza Showcase", 
another of our best-known and internationally 
recognized features.
Our artists have endowed its own musical character to 
Move Ibiza Brand along with some of the leading 
international names on the electronic scene. They 
form the line up of the MOVE IBIZA RADIO® events 
around the World:
WMC (Winter Music Conference) 
MMW (Miami Music Week)
ADE (Amsterdam Dance Event)
IMS (International Music Summit)
and many more...,

PREPARE YOUR VENUE FOR SOME BALEARIC BEATS



Your Clients in their Language·

Personalised integration of  communication campaign in 
MOVE IBIZA RADIO’S social media plan.

After careful analysis we will create the right content to share 
on all the appropriate platforms, optimizing the information 
about the event and making sure that the show is not 
perceived by our followers as advertising material, but as 
content of interest. In this way we achieve a better reach and 
level of participation, and therefore, greater engagement.

· More than 100 MOVE IBIZA ROSTER
· Live broadcast (24h/12h event)
· MOVE IBIZA RADIO & MOVE SOUNDS RADIO 
· MOVE IBIZA Web and on all online platforms
· MOVE CLUB IBIZA 
· Video broadcast MOVE IBIZA Website + Social Networds
· 360º communicatrion campaign (before, during & after the showcase)

COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGN
PRESENCE COMMUNICATION AND

EXHIBITION OF THE SPONSOR
The sponsoring brand has a  constant presence,

both visual and auditory, during the tailored
Radio program and the broadcast.

PROMO RADIO SHOW
BRAND PRESENCE
We promote the program and live broadcast
sponsored through MOVE IBIZA RADIO® and
its online platforms, before, during and after
each broadcast, with mentions, Brand Jingles,
Drops, Tags in Social Networks, etc...

LIVE BROADCAST & STREAMING TV
6/12 hours of streaming in real time, with international reach.

Descriptive presentations by Move's presenter and
microphone ambient to capture the atmosphere of the
MOVE IBIZA SHOWCASE™ event, and the music of the
moment to live each event from anywhere in the world.

AUDIO and VIDEO streaming through
MOVE IBIZA RADIO® website and tv cahnnels.
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KPD DJ/PRODUCER
KPD Dj & Producer, his great and never ending love 
for music and his vibrant personality make KPD a 
promising dj in the world of house music making his 
way every day between the big ones.  In this moment 
is one of the artist of;

DEFECTED RECORDS,
KMS RECORDS,
D-VINE SOUNDS,
MADHOUSE RECORDS,
URBANA RECORDS...

Thanks to this international presence, his 
music has been remixed by leading figures 
such as MK, Kevin Saunderson, David Penn, 
The Cube Guys, Man Without A Clue, 
Cristoph. 
Also in his last works he has been able 
to work with some of the best vocalists 
in the world such as Mila Falls, 
LaRae Starr and Ann Saunderson 
among others. 

KPD is considered one of the DJs and producers 
with the most projection of our country,

It stands out for its exquisite musical taste, its 
staging and its very good connection

with the public in their performances, their sound 
varies between House and Tech House

and their good musical selection, make their 
sessions are fun and nothing predictable,

adding to this a great personality fun is assured.

KPD is one of those producers that
do not stop, it is in constant movement.

His productions are up to the task, full of energy 
and groove, always trying not to get out of that

classic house This is the reason why KPD has 
stopped being a promise in the world of house 
music to become a reality that walks every day 
among the greats. Thanks to his staging, good 

musical taste and extraordinary connection with 
the public in his performances we have been 

able to see him playing in countries such as 
Mexico, Argentina, Puerto Rico, Italy, UK, 

Bulgaria, Russia.



THE CUBE GUYS DJS/PRODUCERS
THE CUBE GUYS is a club undertaking that was born in 2005 
between two of the most prominent producers in Italy: Roberto 
Intrallazzi and Luca Provera. Although their backgrounds and 
professional training differs, their common desire to release new 
productions and contribute to the international club scene is 
equivalent. Together, they combine their previous experiences 
and endeavors to launch a fresh and innovative musical journey!

Roberto Intrallazzi has been at the forefront of Italy’s scene since 
he began DJing and producing in the late 80’s. This transitional 
period between decades helped the development of his 
trademark sound, a fusion between old school electro and 
house. The two initially met in 2000, when Luca Provera was still 
an up and coming producer fresh in the game. Possessing a 
deep understanding of both digital and analogical devices, he
quickly became a studio workhorse for many of Italy’s biggest 
players.

.....come from vastly different backgrounds, a key 
component that fosters their creative drive. With a 
constantly evolving sound, from House to Tech House 
stylings, Roberto Intrallazzi and Luca Provera continue 
to offer dance music fans a true breath of fresh air.
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The Cube Guys... 
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ALAIA & GALLO DJS/PRODUCERS
Alaia & Gallo are a pair of smart young Italian DJs who have 
quickly made their musical mark, have turned a number of 
heads and have laid down some essential sets in the best clubs 
round Europe. 

It was back in 2013 that they secured their first club hit with the 
thrilling house grooves and emotive vibes of ‘Beat of the Drum’. 
The track shot up through the Beatport charts and eventually 
hit number one in the house genre. It announced the pair had 
fully arrived and since then there has been no looking back. 
Every tune this pair has put out has picked up plenty of plays 
from big name DJs such as Claptone, as well as getting many 
plays on various radio stations around the world and also being 
included on Defected Records In The House Ibiza 2016 release. 

More recently this dynamic duo have turned out ‘Who 
Is He?’ which was signed to the celebrated Soul 
Heaven Records label. With lush soul as well as feel 
good house grooves, the cut became a real crossover 
success and has won the pair many new fans. 

Their production style takes cues from many different 
genres, not just house, and as such each new record 
they put out is fresh and exciting. With such a diverse 
take on DJing — which takes them all over Europe — 
and production, it is no wonder Alaia & Gallo really 
stand out in the modern scene. 
Expect much more from this hotly tipped pair in the 
coming months. 



BUBBA BROTHER DJS/PRODUCERS
Architects of Melodic Brilliance

Rooted in the picturesque city of Faro, Portugal, Bubba Brothers, 
consisting of the remarkably grounded duo Eliseu Correia and 
Justino Santos, have steadily shaped the contemporary electronic 
dance music landscape with their soul-stirring performances and 
evocative productions.

Drawing from a diverse tapestry of electronic music styles, from the 
timeless rhythms of House to the emotive allure of melodic and 
progressive sounds, Bubba Brothers infuse every creation with a 
genuine sense of authenticity. Their sonic pursuits have left an 
indelible mark on esteemed labels such as Univack, while
their brainchild, Mossdeb Sounds, has blossomed into
a haven of unwavering musical excellence.

Receiving consistent validation on Beatport's revered Top 10 and Top 20 lists, including a notable 
period atop the Melodic House and Techno chart, Bubba Brothers have embraced chart success 
with gratitude and grace. Their music has resonated deeply with over 20,000 monthly listeners on 
Spotify, finding a cherished place in influential playlists.

As they continue to shape the future of electronic music, Bubba Brothers remain devoted to their 
artistic vision and the cultivation of an authentic musical legacy. Through their mantra, "From the 
Algarve to the world," they invite you to join them on a genuine and heartfelt musical journey, where 
passion and humility converge to create melodic brilliance.
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IVAN PICA DJ/PRODUCER
Ivan Pica has shown his talent around the world and 
acting for the best clubs and trademarks over 47 
countries...(Space Ibiza, El Row, Space of Sound, 
Ministry of Sound, Cafe Olé, Pacha, and many 
festivals around the globe …), accompanied by the 
deejays more representative of the current electronic 
scene; Marco Carola, Matthias Tanzman, Tiësto, 
David Guetta, Carl Cox, Fedde Legrand,
Roger Sanchez, Erick Morillo,
John Acquaviva
and list endless…

Has also shared the main stage with
international artist like Kanye West,
Shakira or Sugababes.

He was the first Spanish producer to reach the 
TOP 1 of House genre on Beatport (World leader 
in electronic music sales) with his track “Freak”, 
awared in 2011 by Deejaymag Magazine with the 
best track of the year and also on DJ1 Magazines 
Best Tech-House track. Ivan Pica, awarded for 
more than 5 consecutive years in different genres.

Internationally, Ivan Pica, is considered one of the 
most influential music producers in the market. He 
has worked for labels such as Toolroom, 303Lovers, 

Kinetica, Defected, AltraModa, Midnight Riot, 
Deeperfect, Natura Viva, Spinnin, Starlight, Stereo, 

Urbana, Pornostar, Younan Music, Transmit Rec.. 
among others, 

Collabs and remixes with some artist as:
David Penn, Eddie Amador, Chus & Ceballos,

Marco Lys,  Joe T Vanelli, Amo and Navas,
Greg Cerrone, Peter Gelderblom,

Simone Vitullo, Federico Scavo,
Manuel de la Mare, Luigi Rocca, Rene Amesz,
Wally Lopez, Roger Sanchez, Saeed Younan,

Dj Boris, Joeski,  and many more.

His Radio Show "Basic Music"
after 15 years on air was broadcasted

on 20 countries in FM and more than
50 on line stations.

Now focus in a new proyect called
Discoland Radio Show on air,

weekdays on Isla 106 Ibiza.



HANNES BRUNIIC DJ/PRODUCER
Hannes started djing in 1989. Inspired by Jean Michel Jarre he 
developed a distinctive and exceptional style of techno-, tech- 
and electronicamusic - full of synthesizer sounds. Most significant 
are the melodic elements in his sets and tracks. He is one of the 
most wanted austrian Djs in the international Techno Scene.

In his hometown Salzburg he played at the best and renowned clubs. 
Hannes set the banchmark for the local scene and is the Head of the 
legendary "Techno Donnerstag".

With the young age of 16 he founded his first production companies 
and Hannes still works as Producer and Remixer. He created a number 
of productions alongside his bro Paul Darey and collaborates with Djs 
like Oscar L, DaFresh, Joe Red, Gaga, Saytek, Richard Cleber, Tony Dee or 
Sebastian Ledher.

Hannes released on well known Labels as Deeperfect (Stefano Noferini), 
Monique Musique, Shibiza Rec., Natura Viva, Pornographic Rec. 
(Christian Varela), GT Muzike, Monza Ibiza Rec., Jekos Music, Deep 
Stripes or Pacha Rec, Cr2 Records.

Hannes Bruniic is definitely one to watch. His incomparable sound and 
his great stage show are an enrichment for all clubs and festivals.R
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CULTURE EVENTS
W E  M A K E  T H E  W O R L D  G O  S O U N D



Music and Showcase are at the heart of everything we do, 
so what better way to celebrate our 5TH BIRTHDAY than by 
announcing the Move Ibiza FeXtival, during 5 days for 5 
days from August 20 to 24, 2024. 

Taking in concerts, festivals, and exclusive, cherry-picked 
shows, durinng this weekly, 2024 will be our busiest and 
biggest year ever on the "Move Ibiza Showcase" Tour, 
hosted by resident DJ and presenter Luis Lopez, ‘Next Level’ 
managed International Radio Show by Streamedia Player.
We can't wait for you to connect with us!

NEW PODCAST SERIES

The first episode of Move’s Ibiza new podcast 
series, "MOVE IBIZA SHOWCASE", drops in the 
coming weeks.

We’re always looking for ways to heighten the 
listening experience of our fans, and what better 
way to do this than launch our very new summer 
podcast series. Running alongside our radio 
show and hosted by resident DJ VICKEY, will be 
your go to podcast to hear in-depth music with 
artist of best house music and club culture.

Lopez’s is currently Spain’s most 
International Radio Dj. In 2002 he became 
the director of “World Dance Music”. Now 

managed and produces the successful 
Next Level Radio Show,  Worldwide

LUIS LÓPEZ (SPAIN)
RADIO DJ / PRODUCER

Emotions and sensations for an 
unforgettable experience on every 
set he plays every weeks with your 
Show called Vikey's Dose Mix from 

Ibiza to the World.

VIKEY DJ (UKRAINE)
DJ’S / PRODUCERS
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Feel free and comfortable, when you wear 
something you feel comfortable in, you 

MOVE better. We have created our clothes, 
so that you remember our essence, our 

memory and above all our MUSIC.

Some examples of merchandising that you 
can give to the attendees to the event.

Give them a memory of the music 
experience lived a your VENUE!

Check out for more options!

"La moda no existe solamente en la ropa; la moda está en el aire, la trae el viento, se la presiente, 
se la respira, está en el cielo y en las calles, nace de las ideas,  de las costumbres, de las noticias" 

Coco Chanel



AXEL CREW (SPAIN)
DJ / PRODUCER

Axel Crew born in Spain he known 
internationally as one of the most 

innovative major producer in electronic 
music. His residence in Ibiza has given 

him a rising value in the industry.

ALAIA & GALLO (ITALY)
DJ / PRODUCER

Alaia & Gallo are a pair of smart young 
Italian DJs who have quickly made their 
musical mark, have turned a number of 

heads and have laid down some essential 
sets in the best clubs round Europe.

ANTHONY FRANCIS (UK)
DJ / PRODUCER

Anthony Francis has been making waves 
in the music industry for over a decade. 
Anthony is known for his ability to blend 

different genres and create a unique 
sound.
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BRYAN PERONI (USA)
DJ / PRODUCER

Bryan Peroni (Dj/Producer) Currently residing in 
Miami Florida , but born in Puerto Rico and 

raised in Argentina, definitely is a talented up 
and coming artist that is to great things in the 

scene and is one to keep watching.



Born in Leeds in 1986, Darren “Daz” 
Jones was destined to be DJ By Name, 

given his initials. Release Your Inner 
Funk is a weekly radio show hosted by 

him and the residents of FML.

DJ BY NAME (UK)
DJ / PRODUCER

DANGELLO DJ (PORTUGAL)
DJ / PRODUCER

Dangello always looks to create 
amazing sounds and melodies, music 

for him is an art. Developing his 
musical skills at an early age playing in 

band as bassplayer and drummer.

BUBBA BROTHERS (PORTUGAL)
DJ’S / PRODUCERS

Drawing from a diverse tapestry of electronic 
music styles, from the timeless rhythms of 
House to the emotive allure of melodic and 

progressive sounds, Bubba Brothers infuse every 
creation with a genuine sense of authenticity.

CASTOR & POLLUX (USA)
DJ’S / PRODUCERS

Castor & Pollux, are the New York 
City based twin production and DJ 

duo inspired by internationally 
acclaimed acts like Hardwell and 

Swedish House Mafia.



DJ Jannis spreads his own musical 
style, based on the fusion of various 

currents and musical registers, 
acquired throughout his musical 

experience over the years.

DJ JANNIS (SPAIN)
DJ / PRODUCER

DJ FERNY (SPAIN)
DJ / PRODUCER

DJ Ferny was born in Bilbao, Spain. He 
started honing his craft at the age of 14 
and played at Fragatta Club in Laredo, 
Spain and was a regular Radio Show  
at the time called Talkie Show Radio.

DJ MORELLY (ITALY)
DJ / PRODUCER

Morelly’s born (1966, Naples), started to 
play drums when 12 but his passion for 
Spinning Records came very soon. As 
producer and remixer he releases his 
works on international record labels.

DJ FABRY (ITALY)
DJ / PRODUCER

A perfect fusion of chill, afro and electronic 
sounds. Organic house, downtempo, 

progressive and melodic sound from 100 to 
120 BPM which take you to a beach at 

sunset with your favorite cocktail!
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HLN DJ (UK)
DJ / PRODUCER

Manchester based DJ and her mixes 
include everything from chilled 
Balearic vibes through to heavy 

driving basslines. She is always on the 
lookout for new talent.

HOTBOXX (USA)
DJ / PRODUCER

Hotboxx is a project created by 
Miami Born Hamid Tabibi. He has 

been a part of the prominent Miami 
Music and Electronic scene for more 

then 10 years. 

HANNES BRUNIIC (AUSTRIA)
DJ / PRODUCER

Faustin’s is simply a music 
lover, born, raised and aged (as 

well as a good wine) in Italy, 
even better south Italy, the 

best place on Earth.

FAUSTIN (SPAIN)
DJ / PRODUCER

Hannes Mixture of Melodic Techno, Deep 
House and Minimal Elements. Full of typical 
Synth Sounds by Bruniic. His incomparable 

sound and his great stage show are an 
enrichment for clubs and festivals.



HOUSYFELLA (USA)
DJ / PRODUCER

Housyfella is a DJ and Producer with only 
23 years, his music is well known because it 
has a funky bass line, and disco vocals that 

will take you to live unforgettable 
moments on the dance floor. 

JOHANNA BRYCHTA (ARGENTINA)
DJ / PRODUCER

Its avant-garde sound, oriented towards 
Deep House, Organic and Progressive 

House, is characterized by its prolixity and 
the presence of a careful musical selection 

in which good Groove is essential.

IVAN PICA (SPAIN)
DJ / PRODUCER

Ivan Pica has shown his talent around 
the world and acting for the best clubs 

and trademarks Worldwide. He was 
the first Spanish producer  to reach the 

TOP 1 of House genere on Beatport.

JO PACIELLO (ITALY)
DJ / PRODUCER

Jo Paciello is an Italian Artist, Dj and 
Producer and Labels Owner. He is 

considered one of the most high new 
talent of the House scene, according 

to TOP 10 Traxsource!C
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After must years in the music industry, 
passion for quality House music 

Underground stands out. They have 
recently associated with the Label 

Company Move Sounds Music.

JOSE VILCHES (SPAIN)
DJ / PRODUCER

JOTA NAVARRO (SPAIN)
DJ / PRODUCER

Jota Navarro's career as a deejay and 
producer is backed by more than 30 
years. Born in France, but from a very 

young age, settled on the coast of 
Murcia (Spain).

Kontroller Project is a project of 
electronic music from city Donetsk, 
DJ-me and sound-producers Max 

Nemo and Gena Zeon. We take and 
Play music in Progressive-Trance style.

KONTROLLER PROJECT (UKRAINE)
DJ / PRODUCER

KATJA GUSTAFSSON (UK)
DJ / PRODUCER

Lives and breathes electronic 
music with dirty beats and lots of 
love.  KATJA GUSTAFSSON is an 

Educator, Producer and 
International Electronic DJ



MAX BOEMIO (ITALY)
DJ / PRODUCER

Boemio begins his musical adventure 
in the early 90s by approaching 

Progressive Techno and proposing it 
regional clubs, where he has advanced 

in various musical styles.

Lopez’s is currently Spain’s most 
International Radio Dj. In 2002 he became 
the director of “World Dance Music”. Now 

managed and produces the successful 
Next Level Radio Show,  Worldwide

LUIS LÓPEZ (SPAIN)
DJ / PRODUCER

KPD (SPAIN)
DJ / PRODUCER

Lives and breathes electronic 
music with dirty beats and lots of 
love.  KATJA GUSTAFSSON is an 

Educator, Producer and 
International Electronic DJ

PAULINE AROCA  (SPAIN)
DJ / PRODUCER

Born in 2003, with only 16 years, she 
embarked on a career in the music world 
working from a very young age, starting 
out as PR at many nightclubs and soon 

as a DJ. Is a DJ with more projection. C
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URI MOOD (SPAIN)
DJ / PRODUCER

With more than 10 years of 
experience behind the decks, Uri 

Mood is a DJ and producer born and 
based in Barcelona, being one of the 

DJ's of reference in this city.

Paolo Kana' is an Italian DJ from a 
town in central Italy, on the Adriatic 

coast, San Benedetto del Tronto. 
House Music, with its deep, tech, 

funky and nu disco offshoots. 

PAOLO KANA (ITALY)
DJ / PRODUCER

Ricky Montana born in July 10th 
1973 in Colleferro (Rome) Italy. In 

1987 he started to play music, then 
in private parties and later in some 

places in Rome and province.

RICKY MONTANA (ITALY)
DJ / PRODUCER

Ricky Montana born in July 10th 
1973 in Colleferro (Rome) Italy. In 

1987 he started to play music, then 
in private parties and later in some 

places in Rome and province.

THE CUBE GUYS (ITALY)
DJS / PRODUCERS



Emotions and sensations for an 
unforgettable experience on every 
set he plays every weeks with your 
Show called Vikey's Dose Mix from 

Ibiza to the World.

VIKEY DJ (UKRAINE)
DJ / PRODUCER

Victor’s is one of the most charismatic 
and powerful DJs of his

generation in the electronic scene in 
Spain with more than three

decades of experience.

VICTOR FLETCHER (SPAIN)
DJ / PRODUCER

Born in Pomigliano D'Arco, his passion 
as a DJ began at the age of 13, where 
played a vinyl record for the first time. 
Most significant are the melodic deep 

elements in his sets and tracks.

VITTORIO CUOCOLO (ITALY)
DJ / PRODUCER

DJ & Producer, born in Madrid, is 
privileged few who has turned his 

great passion into a part of his way of 
life. He began when he was only 15 

years old playing in Barcelona Club’s.

XAVI PINOS (SPAIN)
DJ / PRODUCER
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ALAIA & GALLO (ITALY)
A.M.B. (UK)

ANTHONY FRANCIS (UK)
AXEL CREW (SPAIN)

BUBBA BROTHERS (PORTUGAL)
BRYAN PERONI (USA)

CASTOR & POLLUX (USA)
DANGELLO DJ (PORTUGAL)

DAVE COLLINS (UK)
DJ BY NAME (UK)

DJ DAN SINGH (UK)
DJ FABRY (ITALY)

DJ FERNY (SPAIN)
DJ JANNIS (SPAIN)

DJ MORELLY (ITALY)
FAUSTIN (ITALY)

HANNES BRUNIIC (AUSTRIA)
HLN DJ (UK)

HOTBOXX (USA)
HOUSYFELLA (SPAIN)

IVAN PICA (SPAIN)
JAMES CHANG (UK)
JO PACIELLO (ITALY)

JOHANNA BRYCHTA (ARGENTINA)
JOSE VILCHES (SPAIN)

JOTA NAVARRO (SPAIN)
KATJA GUSTAFSSON (UK)

KONTROLLER PROJECT (UKRAINE)
KPD (SPAIN)

LUIS LÓPEZ (SPAIN)
MAX BOEMIO (ITALY)

PAULINE AROCA (SPAIN)
PAOLO KANÀ (ITALY)

RICKY MONTANA (ITALY)
THE CUBE GUYS (ITALY)

URI MOOD (SPAIN)
VICTOR FLETCHER (SPAIN)

VIKEY DJ (UKRAINE)
VITTORIO CUOCOLO (ITALY)

WARREN VINO (UK)
XAVI PINOS (SPAIN)



Paseig de Ponent s/n 
Sant Antoni De Portmany

07820 Eivisa (Illes Ballears) 

+34 611 165 423 | +34 961 874 929
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